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[57] ABSTRACT

The present invention provides a method (600) and system (100) for predicting a differential vector field. The method and system enable the detection and encoding of an area where motion compensating the past image frame to the current image frame fails. Based on the DFD signal, the present invention detects regions where the motion compensation has failed (102). The boundaries of these regions are encoded and sent to the encoder (104). The intensity values contained in this region, by the current intensity frame, are also encoded and sent to the decoder. Based on the decoded region boundaries, the decoder decodes the intensity values and places them in the correct regions.
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- Determine motion compensation failure regions
- Smooth the boundaries of the detected regions
- Encode the smoothed boundaries
- Encode the intensity values of the current frame that lie within the encoded failure region boundaries
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- Generate test parameter
- Square the test parameter
- Compare the squared test parameter to a predetermined threshold
- Remove isolated point using a region growing algorithm

**FIG. 8**

- Encode the smoothed failure region boundaries using the adaptive chain encoder.
- Encode the bitstream provided by the adaptive chain encoder using a run-length/Huffman encoder.
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IMPROVED MOTION COMPENSATION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to video coding, and more particularly to using a displacement vector field in video coding.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Compression of digital video to a very low bit rate, VLBV, is a very important problem in the field of communications. In general, a VLBV is considered not exceed to 64 kilo-bits per second (Kbps) and is associated with existing personal communication system, such as the public switch telephone network and cellular system. To provide services like video on demand and video conferencing on these system, would require the information contained in a digital video sequence to be compressed by a factor of 300 to 1. To achieve such large compression ratios, requires that all redundancy present in a video sequence be removed.

Current standards, such as H.261, MPEG1, and MPEG2 provide compression of a digital video sequence by utilizing a block motion-compensated Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) approach. This video encoding technique removes the redundancy present in a video sequence by utilizing a two-step process. In the first step, a block-matching, BM, motion estimation and compensation algorithm estimates the motion that occurs between two temporally adjacent frames. The frames are then compensated for the estimated motion and compared to form a difference image. By taking the difference between the two temporally adjacent frames, all existing temporally redundancy is removed. The only information that remains is new information that could not be compensated for in the motion estimation and compensation algorithm.

In the second step, this new information is transformed into the frequency domain using the DCT. The DCT has the property of compacting the energy of this information into a few low frequency components. Further compression of the video sequence is obtained by limiting the amount of high frequency information encoded.

The majority of the compression provided by this approach to video encoding is obtained by the motion estimation and compensation algorithm. That is, it is much more efficient to transmit information regarding the motion that exists in a video sequence, as opposed to information about the intensity and color. The motion information is represented using vectors which point from a particular location in the current intensity frame to where that same location originated in the previous intensity frame. For BM, the locations are predetermined non-overlapping blocks of equal size. All pixels contained in these blocks are assumed to have the same motion. The motion vector associated with a particular block in the present frame of a video sequence is found by searching over a predetermined search area in the previous temporally adjacent frame for a best match. This best match is generally determined using the mean-squared-error (MSE) or mean-absolute-difference (MAD) between the two blocks. The motion vector points from the center of the block in the current frame to the center of the block which provides the best match in the previous frame.

Utilizing the estimated motion vectors, a copy of the previous frame is altered by each vector to produce a prediction for the current frame. This operation is referred to as motion compensation. As described above, the predicted frame is subtracted from the current frame to produce a difference frame which is transformed into the spatial frequency domain by the DCT. These spatial frequency coefficients are quantized and entropy encoded providing further compression of the original video sequence. Both the motion vectors and the DCT coefficients are transmitted to the decoder, where the inverse operations are performed to produce the decoded video sequence.

As mentioned above, motion compensating is very effective at removing temporal redundancy or temporal correlation from a video sequence. However, there exist areas in a video sequence where there is no temporal correlation. These areas result due to new objects entering or leaving the video scene. Also, they can be the result of moving objects covering and uncovering other objects within the video sequence. If motion compensation is used in these areas to remove temporal redundancies, generally a substantial decrease in the video encoder’s compression efficiency will result. This decrease in compression efficiency is caused during the generation of the difference image since, in the particular areas where motion compensation fails, a large increase in the DFV signal’s energy will result. The energy in these areas is generally larger than the energy contained in the current frame. This problem prohibits the encoding of video to the targeted VLBVs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a preferred embodiment of a system for improved motion compensation in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a preferred embodiment of a motion compensation failure detection unit in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a diagram of a preferred embodiment of a failure region boundary encoding unit in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a diagram of a first example for possible coded directions in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 5 is a diagram of a second example for possible coded directions in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of a preferred embodiment of steps of a method for improved motion compensation in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of a preferred embodiment of steps of a method for motion compensation failure detection in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of a preferred embodiment of steps of a method for failure region boundary encoding in accordance with the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The method and system described below enable the detection and encoding of an area where motion compensating the past image frame to the current image frame, fails. Based on the DFV signal, the present invention detects regions where the motion compensation has failed. The boundaries of these regions are encoded and sent to the decoder. The intensity values contained in this region, by the current intensity frame, are also encoded and sent to the decoder. Based on the decoded region boundaries, the decoder decodes the intensity values and places them into the correct regions.

In order to describe the method and system certain assumptions are made concerning the input video sequence. Specifically, the video source is assumed to be in a digital
format where the number of pixels per row, the number of rows per frame, and the number of frames per second are known prior to the encoding process. Each pixel represents both the luminance and chrominance components using 8 bit integer numbers which span from 0 to 255. As mentioned above, these assumptions are only made to help facilitate the description of the method and system and should not be viewed as restrictions to applications where these assumptions do not hold.

FIG. 1, numeral 100, is a diagram of a preferred embodiment of a system improved motion compensation in accordance with the present invention. This system is comprised of a failure region detection unit (102), a contour smoothing filter (128), a failure region boundary encoding unit (104), and an intensity region encoding unit (106). Based on a predicted displacement vector field (DVF) (108), an estimated DVF (110), a previous intensity frame (112), a current intensity frame (114), and a threshold (122), the motion compensation failure region detection unit (102) determines regions where the predicted DVF (108) fails in describing the motion that occurs in the video sequence between the current (114) and previous (112) intensity frames. The boundaries or contours of the detected regions (124) are smoothed by a contour smoothing filter (128) lowering the number of bits they require to be encoded. The smoothed boundaries of the motion compensation failure regions (116) are provided to the failure region boundary encoding unit (104) where they are encoded (118). These regions (116) along with the current intensity frame (114) are also provided to the intensity region encoding unit (106), where information content contained in the region is encoded (120). The system or parts of the system for improved motion compensation may be implemented in an application specific integrated circuit, ASIC, a gate array, or a digital signal processor, DSP.

FIG. 2, numeral 200, is a diagram of the preferred embodiment of a motion compensation failure detection unit (102) in accordance with the present invention. This unit comprises a first motion compensation unit (202), a second motion compensation unit (202), a squaring unit (206), and a comparator (208). The motion compensation failure detection unit (102) determines the failure regions by performing the following test for each pixel location in the current intensity frame. First, the previous intensity frame (210) is motion compensated using the both a predicted DVF (214) and an estimated DVF (216) using the first and second motion compensation units (202 and 204), respectively. The two resulting motion compensated frames (218) and (220) are compared (224) generating a difference signal (232). This difference signal (232) is squared by the squaring unit (206) resulting in the input signal, r(i,j), (234) for the comparator (208). The comparator (208) classifies each pixel location (i,j) in the current intensity frame as a failure or not utilizing the following test

\[ r(i,j) < T \]

then

\[ r(i,j) = 0 \]

else

\[ r(i,j) = 1. \]

Pixel (i,j) is part of a failure region if \( r(i,j) = 1 \), while \( r(i,j) = 0 \) indicates that it is not a motion compensation failure. The output, \( r(i,j) \) (236), is a binary map indicating regions in the current frame (114) where the predicted DVF (108) differs greatly from the estimated DVF (110). These are the regions where motion compensation of the previous frame failed to provide an adequate prediction of the current frame. Therefore, the intensity information along with the region information must be encoded.

The contour smoothing unit (128) takes the initial map \( r(i,j) \) (236) of the motion compensation failure regions and smooths the boundaries or contours outlining these regions. This operation also removes any isolated pixels that may have been misclassified due to noise as belonging to a motion compensation failure. A binary morphological filter is utilized for this operation. Specifically, the contour smoothing filter is an open and close morphological filter characterized by the following equations

\[ b(i,j) = \text{close}[\text{open}[r(i,j)]] \]

(1)

where

\[ \text{close}[r(i,j)] = \text{close}[r(i,j) \oplus r(i,j)] \]

(2)

\[ \text{open}[r(i,j)] = \text{open}[r(i,j) \oplus r(i,j)] \]

(3)

and

\[ r(i,j) = \max(r(i-n, j-n), \ldots, r(i, j), \ldots, r(i+n, j+n)) \]

(4)

\[ r(i,j) = \min(r(i-n, j-n), \ldots, r(i, j), \ldots, r(i+n, j+n)) \]

(5)

The structuring element \( s \) determines which neighborhood pixels are to be considered in the opening and closing operations. For instance, in Equations 4 and 5 the structuring element is a square that extends \( m \) pixels above and below and \( n \) pixels to the right and the left of pixel \( (i,j) \). The open and close morphological filter smoothes the contours of the motion compensation failure regions \( r(i,j) \) in the following manner. The open operation grows the contours of these regions, filling in any jagged edges that may exist. The closing operation returns the boundaries to the original locations; however, in the rough areas the contour remains in its new position. The result of this operation is that the output of the contour smoothing filter now has smooth contours in once previously rough areas. The pixels which actually describe the boundary of the failure regions are determined using the following equation

\[ b(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } (2r(i,j) - r(i-1,j) - r(i,j-1)) \neq 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]

where \( b(i,j) = 1 \) indicates a boundary pixel. It is a smoothed failure region boundary \( b(i,j) \) (308) that is provided to the region contour encoding unit (104).

FIG. 3, numeral 300, is the preferred embodiment of a failure region contour encoding unit (104). The failure region contour encoding unit (104) comprises an adaptive chain encoding unit (302), a run-length encoding unit (304), and a Huffman encoding unit (306). The smoothed failure region boundary \( b(i,j) \) (308) is first encoded by the adaptive chain encoding unit (302). The adaptive chain encoding unit (302) codes the boundaries of the smoothed failure region boundary \( b(i,j) \) (308) by using a limited direction alphabet. First, an initial or starting pixel is chosen. This pixel is generally the first pixel encountered when scanning through the smoothed failure region boundary \( b(i,j) \) (308). Once this location is determined, a clockwise encoding of the smoothed failure region boundary \( b(i,j) \) (308) is performed. Specifically, the direction alphabet is limited to 3 symbols \( A_g \in \{L,S,R\} \), where \( A_g \) denotes the limited directional alphabet. L is denotes a left turn, R denotes a right turn and
S denotes a straight move based on the previously encoded symbol. In other words, the direction of the previous move on the boundary is labeled as a straight move for the current move (from the previous pixel to the current pixel).

This technique for labeling the directions is demonstrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Fig. 4, numeral 400, is a diagram of a first example for possible coded directions in accordance with the present invention. Fig. 5, numeral 500, is a diagram of a second example for possible coded directions in accordance with the present invention. In Fig. 4 the previous move (402) is a horizontal move; therefore the horizontal direction in the current move (404) is labeled as a straight move. A move to North-East (406) is labeled as a left (L) turn while a move to the South-East (408) is labeled as a right (R) turn. All other turns are not allowed. Similarly, Fig. 5 shows the case when the previous move (502) is diagonal. The current diagonal move (504) is now labeled as the straight move, while directions North (506) and East (508) are labeled as L and R, respectively. For the case when a turn exists that is not contained in L or R, then the available turn which tracks the closest, is chosen.

The output (310) of the adaptive chain encoding unit (302) are the symbols indicating the direction as well as a starting location. The starting location gives the horizontal (i) and vertical (j) indices of the pixel location from which the representation provided by the adaptive chain encoding of the failure region boundaries is interpreted. Both the horizontal and vertical indices are coded using 8 bits. The directional symbols are encoded using an (304) Huffman encoding. The specific table used in this process is shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol Code</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is observed that the symbols are correlated from one pixel to the next. In other words, the conditional probability of a symbol at the current location given the previous symbol that is encoded is not necessarily equal to the probability of that particular symbol at the current location. For instance, if the previous move is S, the next move is more likely to be S than L or R. Taking this observation into account, the Huffman encoding algorithm employed contains an implicit run-length encoding. The output of the Huffman encoding unit (304) is a bit-stream representing the smoothed failure region boundaries b(l,j) (308). This bit-stream is transmitted to the decoder for use in decoding the intensity pixels contained within. The technique used to encode this intensity information is described below.

The intensity region encoding unit (106) encodes the intensity values of the pixels which are contained within the region boundaries (308). These pixels are encoded using an 8 by 8 block DCT approach. That is, the pixels contained within the region boundaries are organized into blocks of 8 pixels by 8 pixels. The intensity values contained in these blocks are then transformed into the DCT domain, where they are quantized and entropy encoded. For blocks which also lie on the boundaries, all pixels within the 8 by 8 block are encoded whether they lie in the region or not. The bit-stream is then delivered to the decoder where the encoded bit-streams for both the region boundary (118) and the intensity values (120) are decoded. Based on the boundary information, the values are then placed into their correct spatial locations.

Fig. 6, numeral 600, is a flow diagram of a preferred embodiment of a method for improved motion compensation in accordance with the present invention. The first step is to determine where motion compensation fails to remove the temporal redundancy (602). The boundaries of the detected failure regions are determined and smoothed using a morphological filter (604). Next, the boundaries are encoded (606). In the last step, the intensity values of the current frame which lie within the failure regions boundaries are encoded (608).

Fig. 7, numeral 700, is a flow diagram of a preferred embodiment of a method for detecting motion compensation failure regions in accordance with the present invention. In the first step, a test parameter is generated based on the previous intensity frame, the previous DVF, and the present DVF (702). Next, this value is squared (704) to remove any dependence on the sign. The square of the test parameter is next compared to a predetermined threshold (706). Finally, the detected failure areas are operated on by a predetermined region growing algorithm to remove any isolated points (708).

Fig. 8, numeral 800, is a flow diagram of a preferred embodiment of a method for encoding the boundaries of a region in accordance with the present invention. First, the boundary of a region is encoded using an adaptive chain encoder (802). Next, the bitstream provided by the adaptive chain encoder is further encoded using a run-length/Huffman encoder (804).

We claim:

1. A method for improving motion compensation, comprising:
   - detecting failure regions, using a failure region detection unit, based on a previous intensity frame, a present intensity frame, a predicted differential vector field, a predicted DVF, an estimated differential vector field, an estimated DVF, and a threshold; and
   - encoding boundaries of the failure regions, using a failure region contour encoding unit.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein detecting failure regions includes:
   - motion compensating the previous intensity frame based on the predicted DVF to provide a first signal;
   - motion compensating the previous intensity frame based on the estimated DVF to provide a second signal;
   - calculating a third signal based on the difference between the first and the second signal; and
   - comparing the third signal to the threshold to detect a presence of a failure region.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein encoding includes:
   - adaptive chain encoding a failure region contour, and
   - run-length encoding/Huffman encoding to provide an encoded failure region boundary.

4. The method according to claim 3, further comprising:
   - contour filtering following the Huffman encoding.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   - encoding intensity values of a current frame that lie within encoded failure region boundaries.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the steps of the method are embodied in a tangible medium of a Digital Signal Processor, DSP.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the steps of the method are embodied in an Application Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the steps of the method are embodied in a tangible medium of a computer.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the tangible medium is a computer diskette.

10. The method of claim 8 wherein the tangible medium is a memory unit of the computer.
11. A system for improving motion compensation, comprising:
   a failure region detection unit, coupled to receive a
   previous intensity frame, a present intensity frame, a
   threshold, a predicted differential vector field, a pre-
   dicted DVF, and an estimated DVF, for detecting
   failure regions based on the previous intensity frame,
   the present intensity frame, the predicted DVF, the
   estimated differential vector field, DVF, and the thresh-
   old; and
   a failure region contour encoding unit, operably coupled
   to the failure region detection unit, for encoding bound-
   aries of the failure regions.
12. The system according to claim 11, wherein the failure
   region detection unit includes:
   a first motion compensation unit, coupled to receive the
   previous intensity frame and the predicted DVF, for
   motion compensating the previous intensity frame
   based on the predicted DVF to provide a first signal;
   a second motion compensation unit, coupled to receive
   the previous intensity frame and the estimated DVF, for
   motion compensating the previous intensity frame
   based on the estimated DVF to provide a second signal;
   a differencing circuit, operably coupled to the first and
   second motion compensation units, to provide a differ-
   ence between the first and the second signal;
   a squaring unit, operably coupled to the differencing
   circuit, for calculating a third signal based on the
   difference between the first and the second signal; and
   a comparator, operably coupled to the squaring unit, for
   comparing the third signal to the threshold to detect a
   presence of a failure region.

13. The system according to claim 11, wherein failure
   region contour encoding unit includes:
   an adaptive chain encoding unit, coupled to receive a
   failure region contour, for chain encoding, and a Huff-
   man encoding unit, coupled to the adaptive chain
   encoding unit, for run-length encoding to provide an
   encoded failure region boundary.
14. The system according to claim 13, further comprising
   a contour smoothing filtering, operably coupled to the fail-
   ure region detection unit, for providing the failure region
   contour based on a failure region.
15. The system according to claim 11, further comprising
   an intensity region encoding unit, coupled to receive the
   present intensity frame and the failure region contour, for
   encoding intensity values of a current frame that lie within
   encoded failure region boundaries.
16. The system of claim 11 wherein the steps of the
   system are embodied in a tangible medium off for a Digital
   Signal Processor, DSP.
17. The system of claim 11 wherein the steps of the
   system are embodied in an Application Specific Integrated
   Circuit, ASIC.
18. The system of claim 11 wherein the steps of the
   system are embodied in a tangible medium off for a com-
   puter.
19. The system of claim 18 wherein the tangible medium
   is a computer diskette.
20. The system of claim 18 wherein the tangible medium
   is a memory unit of the computer.
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